
 
 

Port Colborne Field Target Club 
Results for October 13, 2012 

 On our final regular outdoor FT match of the season, we made out fairly well in the weather 

department.  It certainly was not real warm at about 50F, but the rain held off until we were finished 

pulling up the targets and getting ready to head out for supper.  For a match in October, I think we did 

well.  I forgot to mark down all the ranges, so the Troyer difficulty was not calculated for this one, but 

most estimated it to be in the mid 30s area. 

We did have a first with the piston hunter class being the largest group of shooters.  Five spring 

gun shooters were vying for the three medals.  Slav had some issues with his rig and the rest came in 

fairly close together, Like Larry edged Tony out by only three shots to take third.  Marshall, shooting 

his Diana for the first time did well to capture second and Greg, whose scores are getting higher each 

match, took the top spot in the class.  

With only two pcp hunters, Gillian was moved from junior to the adult hunter division where 

she did quite well.  Chris had a very good day and won the pcp hunter class. 

All of the open pcp scores were high, but it seems like to win this class you have to be close to 

perfect.  Len took third place by just two points over Dennis and Magdy had a very strong score to place 

second.  Only dropping one shot on the day, Don took top honours by one shot. 

We also had three WFTF piston shooters attend to give an even split between piston and pcp 

competitors at the match.  George did a fair amount of work on his gun and decided to give it a first try 

in the WFTF piston class.  “Back to the drawing board,” is what I heard from George.  Mike is getting 

more use to his HW and his scores continue to rise, resulting in a second place finish.  Ted had a very 

good day on a fairly challenging course and was rewarded with the first place medal. 

There were only two shooters in the WFTF pcp class and at least this time, the young shooter 

certainly schooled the old guy.  Over the past few seasons, Salma’s scores have continued to rise and it 

only seemed like a matter of time before she was rewarded.  She took the top spot handily from yours 

truly and I am sure it will not be the last time. 

With help from Mike and Ted, tear down went quickly and we were able to beat the rain and 

our hunger by making it to the restaurant earlier than usual.  Thanks for the help.  We enjoyed a good 

meal, lots of laughs and as always, great conversation. 

The last event of the 2013 outdoor season at the Port Club will be the Fifth Annual Elmer Fudd 

Hunter Match to be held on November 3rd.  This has typically been our best-attended event of the 

season.  The chili, Italian bread and hot drinks seem like a very natural thing after a fall day of shooting.  

I hope many will make the trip to be a part of this fun event. 

   

     Tim MacSweyn 



Results Chart  
October 13, 2012         
 

Rifles are .177 unless designated otherwise.        

 Shooter  Gun Scope Pellet 

 Hunter Division Score /120    

1 Chris Holmes 83 Hatsan AT44 Hawke Varm JSBH 

2 Gillian Covell 74 QB 78 Tasco 6-24 .22 CHP 

      

 Hunter Piston     

1 Greg Stopelli 86 HW97 Millet TRS-1 JSB 8.4 

2 Marshall Doan  78 Diana 54 Hawke 4-12 JSBH 

3 Larry Carrol 72 FWB 127 Leapers 4-16 .22 JSBJ 

4 Tony Raposo 69 TX200 Legend 5-15 JSBH 

5 Slav Bienkowski 31 HW97 Leapers 6-24 JSB 8.4 

      

 Open PCP  Score /60    

1 Don Irvine*   59 Steyr LG100FT S&B 10-50 JSBH 

2 Magdy Hassouna 58 Daystate GB March JSBH 

3 Len Joe 54 FWB P70FT Bushnell 6-24 JSBH 

4 Dennis Eden* 52 Theoben Vanq Nikko 10-50 CPH 

      

 WFTF PCP     

1 Salma Hassouna 38 EV2 Hawke JSB 8.4 

2 Tim MacSweyn*   32 Steyr LG100 Deben 10-500 JSB RS 7.3 

      

 WFTF PCP     

1 Ted Gibson 46 TX200 Bushnell 8-32 JSB 8.4 

2 Mike Clements 31 HW97T Bushnell 8-32 RWS SD 

3 George Harde 19 Diana 54 FT Sightron 10-50 JSB 7.9 
* Set up lanes for the match   


